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KEY LINE WORKSPACE

A new kind of electrical diagram

Part electrical diagram, part flow chart, the newly introduced Key Line 
workspace is a more conceptual way to think about electrical design. 
Combining a drag-and-drop diagram with high-level calculations, it’s perfect 
for seeing the bigger picture during initial project planning. 

 

INTEGRATED CODE REGULATIONS

Save time and reduce errors 

Ensure accuracy while reducing the amount of Ensure accuracy while reducing the amount of 
time devoted to compliance with regional 
code-based calculations and recommendations 
built right into the Advanced Electrical Design 
extension.

 

LOAD LETTER

Easily generate reports 

WithWith Advanced Electrical Design, reports like load 
letters, or cable schedules, can be easily 
generated. Using automated real-time 
calculations, the load letter provides a breakdown 
of load characteristics and utility needs for an 
entire structure, formatted for delivery to utility 
companies as required.   

 

POWER SCENARIOS

Analyze loads; optimize design

Analyze the total demand loads of each 
subsection of an electrical system to optimize 
energy design and ensure proper equipment 
sizing. Power scenarios can be created in 
Key Line and Riser workspaces, and viewed in Key Line and Riser workspaces, and viewed in 
any workspace including Single Line.  

 

RISER & SINGLE LINE WORKSPACES

Connected diagram workspaces
Create pro-level Riser and Single line diagrams, manually or 
auto-generated from another diagram type. Whichever diagram workspace 
you work in, all data is automatically transferred across the others, giving 
you three types of diagrams and one perfectly synced electrical plan.

Start your planning and load analysis before a physical model is provided, then use that same data during project design 
and analysis, saving you time, reducing errors and lessening redundancies.

All of your electrical planning. All in one place.

WATCH VIDEO

Reduce rework and optimize data collaboration across projects 
and teams, with a fully integrated workflow. Plan, analyze and 
optimize your electrical plans all in a single place with easy-to-use 
tools designed for electrical engineers, and keep your diagrams 
in-sync with the architectural model throughout the building process.
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A new kind of electrical diagram

Part electrical diagram, part flow chart, the newly introduced Part electrical diagram, part flow chart, the newly introduced 
Key Line workspace is a more conceptual way to think about 
electrical design. Lay out power sources, equipment and 
loads of a project’s electrical system using a drag-and-drop 
diagram with high-level calculations. It’s perfect for seeing the 
bigger picture during initial project planning.
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